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Abstract

Earth observation satellites are space sensors which ac-
quire data, compress and record it on board, and then
download it to the ground. Because of the use of more
and more sophisticated compression algorithms, the
amount of data resulting from an acquisition is more
and more unpredictable. In such conditions, planning
satellite data download activities offline on the ground is
more and more problematic. In this paper, we report the
results of a work aiming at evaluating the positive im-
pact of planning downloads onboard when the amount
of data produced by each acquisition is known.
The data download problem to be solved is an as-
signment and scheduling problem with unsharable re-
sources, sequences of activities, precedence constraints,
time-dependent minimum durations, and a complex op-
timization criterion. The generic InCELL library (Pralet
and Verfaillie 2013a)) is used to model constraints and
criterion, to check non temporal constraints, to propa-
gate temporal constraints, and to evaluate the optimiza-
tion criterion. On top of this library, greedy and local
search algorithms have been designed to produce down-
load plans with limited time and computing resources
available on board.

1 Introduction
Earth observation satellites are space sensors which acquire
data, compress and record it on board, and then download
it to the ground. Because of the use of more and more so-
phisticated compression algorithms, the amount of data that
results from an acquisition and thus is recorded on board
and must be downloaded to the ground is more and more
unpredictable. It depends on the data that has been acquired.
For example, in case of optical instruments, the presence of
clouds over the observed area allows high compression rates
and results in a low amount of data to be recorded and down-
loaded.

In such conditions, the usual way of managing Earth ob-
servation satellites becomes more and more problematic. In-
deed, until now, all the decisions are made offline on the

ground and the satellite is a simple executive which nei-
ther makes, nor changes any decision. Typically, every day,
a satellite activity plan, involving acquisition and down-
load activities with precise starting times, is built on the
ground for the next day. This plan is uploaded to the satellite
through any ground control station and is executed without
any change by the satellite executive. In a context where the
amount of data to be recorded and downloaded is uncertain,
if maximum volumes are considered when building plans,
plans never fail, but the system may be underused. If ex-
pected volumes or any volumes lower than maximum are
considered, plans may fail.

An alternative option is to change at least partially the
way of managing these satellites and to postpone download
decisions as late as possible, when acquisitions have been
performed and generated volumes are known. Because these
satellites are not continuously accessible by a ground control
station and because generated volumes are known on board,
such decisions must be and can be made on board. For ex-
ample, just before a ground reception station visibility win-
dow where downloads are possible, the satellite can build a
download plan taking into account the volumes generated by
all the acquisitions that have been already performed.

In this study, we considered the context of the future Post-
Pleiades satellites: the generation of Earth observation satel-
lites that will follow the generation of the agile Earth optical
observation Pleiades satellites that are currently operational.
In such a context, new download constraints should be con-
sidered such as the recording of data over several memory
banks, the use of several download channels, or the use of
several data encryption keys. Moreover, downloading cri-
teria to be optimized are the number and the importance
of downloaded acquisitions, the delay between acquisitions
and downloads, and the fair sharing of the satellite usage be-
tween users.

The first goal of this study was to design, implement,
and experiment efficient algorithms able to make download
decisions autonomously on board. The second goal was to
assess the operational impact of using such onboard algo-
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Figure 1: Decision-making organization.

rithms with regard to the usual way of managing satellites
completely from the ground.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
the organization we assume for mixed ground and board
decision-making is described. Then, the data download plan-
ning problem is informally described and a constraint-
based model of this problem is proposed and analyzed.
Works related to data download planning are discussed be-
fore describing the algorithmic approach that has been cho-
sen, based on the ideas of Constraint-based Local Search
(CLS (Hentenryck and Michel 2005)) and on the use of the
generic InCELL library (Invariant-based Constraint EvaLu-
ation Library (Pralet and Verfaillie 2013a)). After a presen-
tation of the various scenarios used for evaluation, exper-
imental results allow the efficiency of several algorithmic
variants to be compared and the positive impact of onboard
decision-making to be assessed.

2 Decision-making Organization
We consider the context of the future Post-Pleiades satellites
with the following assumptions about the physical system:

• The observation instrument is body-mounted on the satel-
lite, but the data download antenna is mobile within some
limits.

• To observe a ground area, the observation instrument and
thus the whole satellite must be pointed to it. To download
data to a station, the download antenna must be pointed to
it.

• Thanks to gyroscopic actuators, the satellite is agile and
able to move quickly around its gravity center along its
three axes while moving along its orbit.

• Acquisitions and downloads can be performed in parallel.

In this context, Fig. 1 shows the decision-making organi-
zation we assume.
Acquisition planning Acquisition plans are built offline
on the ground as it is usually done until now. This is justi-
fied by the fact that building them is computationally expen-
sive and that all the information about acquisition requests is
available on the ground. These plans consider neither mem-
ory and download limitations, nor download activities. From
the acquisition plan, it is possible to deduce, for any ground
reception station st, the windows over which downloading
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Figure 2: How data is produced, recorded, and downloaded.

data to st is effectively possible (pointing the mobile antenna
towards st is possible, taking into account the satellite posi-
tion and orientation). The acquisition plan and the resulting
visibility windows are then uploaded to the satellite through
any ground control station.
Acquisition execution These acquisition plans are then
executed on board without any modification except when an
acquisition a would lead to a memory overflow: in this case,
a is performed if and only if it is possible to free enough
memory by removing from memory lower priority acquisi-
tions.
Download planning Download plans are built offline on
board before any visibility window or set of overlapping vis-
ibility windows. This is justified by the fact that information
about the volumes of data generated by acquisitions is avail-
able on board. These plans take into account exact volumes
to be downloaded for all the acquisitions that have been al-
ready performed and maximum volumes for all the acquisi-
tions that will finish during the visibility window(s).
Download planning These download plans are then exe-
cuted online on board in a flexible way, taking into account
the fact that the volumes generated by the acquisitions that
finish during the visibility window(s) may be smaller than
the maximum volumes that have been taken into account of-
fline when planning. This may allow downloads to be started
earlier than expected in the plan.

3 Data Download Planning Problem
Fig. 2 shows how data is recorded, memorized, and then
downloaded.
Data production and recording Each acquisition acti-
vates a subset of detector lines, allowing a multi-frequency
observation and resulting in a set of data files, each one
recorded in one memory bank with some size that depends
on the compression rate.
Data downloading Data downloading can use several
concurrent emission channels. Each file can be downloaded
using one channel. Interrupting a file download is not ac-
ceptable. The data downloading rate is a piecewise constant
function of the satellite-station distance. Due to the move-
ment of the satellite on its orbit and of the Earth on itself,
the satellite-station distance evolves and hence the down-
load duration of a file depends on the time at which down-
load starts. The files that result from an acquisition can be
downloaded in any order using any channels, but must be
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Figure 3: Example of download plan with temporal precedence constraints.

all downloaded within one visibility window. Channels and
memory banks are unsharable resources. This means that, if
two files are recorded on the same memory bank or use the
same channel, their downloads cannot overlap.

Data encryption Data is encrypted before download. One
encryption key is associated with each user. Physically, one
encryption component is associated with each channel, al-
lowing data associated with several users to be downloaded
concurrently. Moreover, one key change table which con-
tains key changes and their precise times is associated with
each channel, allowing data associated with several users to
be downloaded sequentially on each channel. The number
of changes it is possible to record in this table is limited.
Resetting this table takes some time.

Download windows Data downloading is only possible
within visibility windows. Moreover, depending on the user,
only some stations (and thus some visibility windows) are
allowed for data download. We assume that a visibility win-
dow may involve several download windows, each one with
an associated key change table. If two successive download
windows are associated with two different stations, moving
from the first to the second takes some time to point the
download antenna towards the new station. This transition
duration depends on the time at which transition starts, due
to the movement of the satellite on its orbit and on itself and
to the movement of the Earth on itself.

Download release and due dates Every acquisition
download must start after acquisition and finish before a de-
livery deadline beyond which data has no longer value.

These constraints are illustrated in Fig. 3 which repre-
sents a valid download plan, where assignment and schedul-
ing decisions have been made, but download starting times
have not been set yet (temporally flexible plan). This plan in-
volves 4 acquisitions A, B, C, and D, each one resulting in 5
files (A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 for acquisition A) distributed
over the 5 memory banks, 2 overlapping visibility windows
(Vw1 towards station S1 and Vw2 towards station S2), one
download window per visibility window, and 3 channels.

Only temporal precedence constraints are represented: se-
quences of file downloads on each channel (1), sequences
of file downloads from each memory bank (2), downloads
within visibility windows (3), transition duration between
two successive download windows due to antenna move (4)
and to key change table reset (5), acquisitions before down-
loads (6) (for acquisition C which ends during visibility win-
dow Vw1 at time Ea(C)), and downloads before deadline (7)
(for acquisition D whose delivery deadline is Dl(D)). File
download durations (8) are implicitely represented by the
rectangles associated with each file.

Non temporal constraints are not represented: all the files
resulting from an acquisition downloaded within one visi-
bility window whose associated station is allowed (9) and
maximum number of key changes on each channel within
each download window (10).

4 Model
4.1 Decision variables
Decision variables can be partitioned into non temporal
and temporal variables. Non temporal decision variables in-
clude:

• a number ndw of download windows and the sequence
dwSeq (of length ndw) of download windows;

• for each acquisition a, the download window dwa within
which it is downloaded and for each associated file f the
channel cha,f on which it is downloaded;

• for each download window w, the associated visibility
window vww, for each channel c the sequence cSeqw,c

of file downloads on c, and for each memory bank m the
sequence mSeqw,m of file downloads from m.

Temporal decision variables include:

• for each acquisition a and each associated file f , the start-
ing and ending times sdfa,f and edfa,f of download of
f ;

• for each download window w, the starting and ending
times sdww and edww of w.



4.2 Constraints
From this definition of the problem variables, all the con-
straints from (1) to (10) informally presented at the end of
Sect. 3 can be expressed.

Many of them are simple temporal constraints (Dechter,
Meiri, and Pearl 1991) such as Constraint (3) which ex-
presses that any download window must be included in its
associated visibility window, with Swvw and Ewvw the start-
ing and ending times of any visibility window vw:

∀w ∈ J1;ndwK : (Swvww ≤ sdww) ∧ (edww ≤ Ewvww)

or Constraints (6) and (7) which express that any acquisi-
tion download must start after acquisition and finish before
acquisition delivery deadline, with Na the number of acqui-
sitions, Nfa the number of files produced by acquisition a,
Eaa the ending time of a and Dla its delivery deadline:

∀a ∈ J1; NaK,∀f ∈ J1; NfaK :

(Eaa ≤ sdfa,f ) ∧ (edfa,f ≤ Dla)

Some are time-dependent simple temporal con-
straints (Pralet and Verfaillie 2013b) such as Constraint
(8) which expresses the duration of any file download as
a function of the download starting time, with Va,f the
volume of file f of acquisition a, and Dr the download rate
as a function of the visibility window and of the download
starting time within this window:

∀a ∈ J1; NaK,∀f ∈ J1; NfaK :

edfa,f − sdfa,f = Va,f/Dr(vwdwa
, sdfa,f )

Some of them are not temporal such as Constraint (9)
which expresses that any acquisition must be downloaded
towards an allowed station, with Ua the user who requires
acquisition a and Ssu the set of stations that are allowed by
any user u:

∀a ∈ J1; NaK : Stvwdwa
∈ SsUa

4.3 Optimization criterion
For the sake of simplification, the optimization criterion con-
sidered in this paper is purely utilitarian and does not con-
sider the objective of fair sharing of the satellite usage be-
tween users. It is defined as a vector of utilities, one per pri-
ority level. At each priority level p, the utility Up is simply
defined as the sum of the weights of the downloaded acquisi-
tions of priority p, weighted by their freshness coefficient, in
order to favour short delays between acquisitions and down-
loads:

∀p ∈ J1; NpK : Up =
∑

a∈J1;NaK |Pa=p

Wa · Fra(edaa)

where Np is the number of priority levels, Na the num-
ber of acquisitions, Pa and Wa the priority and weight
of acquisition a, Fra the freshness level of a (between 0
and 1) as a monotonically decreasing function of its de-
livery time, Nfa the number of files produced by a, and
edaa = maxf∈J1;NfaK edfa,f the ending time of the down-
load of a.

Two download plans are compared by comparing the two
associated utility vectors lexicographically from priority 1
to Np: any improvement at any priority level is preferred to
any improvement at lower priority levels.

5 Problem analysis
For the sake of simplification too, we assume in this pa-
per that at most one download window (maybe none) is as-
sociated with any visibility window and that the resulting
download windows are ordered according the starting times
of their associated visibility windows. See the example of
Fig. 3 where we consider two download windows dw1 and
dw2, and the sequence [dw1, dw2].

In such conditions, roughly speaking, the problem we face
combines three connected subproblems:

1. an assignment problem, where a download window
(maybe none) is associated with each acquisition: vari-
ables dwa;

2. a scheduling problem, where channels are assigned to files
and file downloads are ordered on each channel and each
memory bank: variables cha,f , cSeqw,c, and mSeqw,m;

3. a temporal problem, where download starting and ending
times can be fixed: variables sdfa,f , edfa,f , sdww, and
edww.

Assignment problem The assignment problem is close to
a Multi-knapsack problem (Kellerer, Pferschy, and Pisinger
2004) where objects are acquisitions and sacks are windows,
but first sacks are preferred.

Scheduling problem In each download window, the
scheduling problem is close to an Flexible Open-shop
Scheduling problem (Pinedo 2012) with two types of un-
sharable resources: channels and memory banks. Each file
download requires one resource of each type, but the choice
of the channel is free, whereas the bank is pre-allocated. The
acquisition and file download order is free.

Temporal problem When the assignment and scheduling
problems are solved i.e., when all the non temporal vari-
ables are assigned, the resulting temporal problem has the
form of a Simple Temporal Network (STN (Dechter, Meiri,
and Pearl 1991)). The only exceptions are the constraints
of download duration and of transition between download
windows which are time dependent (download and transi-
tion durations depend on the time at which at which they
start). The result is a Time-dependent STN (TSTN (Pralet
and Verfaillie 2013b)) for which STN techniques can be
extended and polynomial algorithms can decide on consis-
tency/inconsistency and compute the arliest/latest times for
all the temporal variables.

Moreover, continuous state features, such as the satellite
position and orientation, must be managed because of their
impact on temporal constraints.

Finally, the criterion to be maximized is a complex hier-
archical criterion whose value depends on assignment and
scheduling decisions and on their temporal consequences
(earliest download times).



6 Related works

Data download planning Whereas the problem of select-
ing and scheduling acquisitions for Earth observation satel-
lites has been extensively studied (see (Lemaı̂tre et al. 2002;
Globus et al. 2004) for partial surveys), studies about data
download planning are more seldom.

However, the problem of planning (offline on the ground)
data downloads from a Mars orbiter to Earth has been stud-
ied in (Oddi et al. 2003). In (Oddi and Policella 2004;
Righini and Tresoldi 2010), it has been shown that this
problem can be modelled as a Max-Flow problem and thus
solved using either Max-Flow or Linear Programming poly-
nomial algorithms. To use a similar approach in our con-
text, we should relax many constraints, for example the con-
straints that enforce that a file download cannot be inter-
rupted and distributed over several channels or download
windows. Hence, a Max-Flow formulation of our problem
cannot produce valid solutions. It can only produce upper
bounds on the problem optimum.

In the context of the EO-1 experiment (Chien et al. 2004),
acquisition requests may be generated either by ground
users, or autonomously on board following the detection of
ground phenomena such as volcanic eruptions, floods, or ice
breakups by onboard data analysis algorithms. In such a con-
text, acquisition and download plans are built or adapted
on board using an iterative repair approach (Chien et al.
2000) (local search algorithms implemented in the generic
CASPER tool).

Uncertain volumes The situation where the amount of
data that is produced and must be downloaded is variable
and uncertain is present in planetary exploration as well as
in Earth observation and surveillance missions.

In (Castano et al. 2007) and (Woods et al. 2009), onboard
planning and scheduling (including data download planning
and scheduling) is studied in order to allow a planetary ex-
ploration rover to adapt itself to what it detects. More pre-
cisely, in (Thompson, Smith, and Wettergreen 2008), what
is downloaded is selected in order to meet download limita-
tions and to maximize the information value that scientists
will be able to extract from it.

In (Oddi and Policella 2004), an iterated procedure is de-
signed to lower filling peaks in memory banks in order to
manage uncertainty about the volumes of data to be down-
loaded by a Mars orbiter and to limit the risk of memory
bank overwriting. In (Righini and Tresoldi 2010), (Integer)
Linear Programming formulations are proposed to address
this problem.

In (Chien et al. 2004), uncertainty is managed using the
basic reactive iterative repair planning approach.

In (Verfaillie et al. 2011), the operational context is an
electromagnetic Earth surveillance mission where the vari-
ability of the generated data volumes is very high. Sev-
eral mechanisms, especially designed for onboard down-
load decision-making, are compared in terms of computing
time, number of downloads, and window utilization: deci-
sion rules, reactive planning, sampling and planning . . .

7 Planning Algorithms
Globally, the planning algorithms we developed are non
chronological heuristic greedy algorithms which choose ac-
quisitions and add them to the download plan one after
the other, without any backtrack to previous choices. This
choice is justified by the limited computing time and re-
sources available on board. Precise algorithmic choices are
not definitive and other choices will be possible on top of the
same model when implementing actual planning algorithms.
However, these globally simple algorithms include sophisti-
cated mechanisms to make assignment choices, to schedule
downloads, to check non temporal constraints, and to prop-
agate temporal constraints. Following the problem analysis
in Sect. 5, they involve three parts: download assignment,
download scheduling, and constraint checking and propaga-
tion.

7.1 Download assignment
Assignment algorithms receive as input a current consistent
download plan and a set of candidate acquisitions (non as-
signed yet). They produce as output an acquisition a (se-
lected among the candidates) and a download window for a.
We developed two assignment algorithms: MaxWeight and
MinRegret.

MaxWeight is the most basic algorithm. At each step, it
selects an acquisition a of maximum priority and maximum
weight, with random tie-breaking, and selects the first win-
dow within which inserting a is possible, by exploring them
chronologically.

MinRegret is a bit more sophisticated. It maintains for
each acquisition a the first and the second windows (w1a
and w2a) within which inserting a is possible, and the regret
that would result from not choosing the first. If eda1a and
eda2a are the respective ending times of the download of
a when w1a and w2a are chosen, the regret ∆w2

w1 can be
defined as follows:

∀a ∈ J1; NaK : ∆w2
w1(a) = Wa·(Fra(eda1a)−Fra(eda2a))

Getting inspiration from classical Knapsack heuristics,
we select at each step an acquisition a of maximum prior-
ity and maximum ratio ∆w2

w1(a)/
∑

f∈J1;NfaK Va,f between
regret and volume, and select the first window w1a for it.

7.2 Download scheduling
Scheduling algorithms receive as input a download window
w, a current consistent download schedule in w, and an
acquisition a to add to w. They produce a new consistent
download schedule in w, including a, or a failure when such
an assignment has not been produced.

We developed three scheduling algorithms: EnQueue,
IdleFill, and Scheduler. The first two are greedy, whereas
the third uses local search mechanisms. Moreover, the first
two build schedules where acquisition downloads are totally
ordered: downloading a1 before a2 implies that, on every
channel and every memory bank, no file of a2 is downloaded
before a file of a1. On the contrary, the third algorithm builds
schedules where interleaving acquisition downloads is pos-
sible.



EnQueue is the most basic algorithm. When trying to in-
sert an acquisition a in a window w, it inserts it systemati-
cally at the end of the current sequence of acquisition down-
loads.

IdleFill fixes the most obvious drawback of EnQueue:
because some acquisitions finish during visibility windows,
some downloads must wait for end of acquisition; this may
result in idle times in the schedule. To fix that, IdleFill in-
serts acquisition a at the first position in the current sequence
of acquisition downloads where at least one channel is idle.

For both algorithms, following a most constrained first
heuristics, the insertion of all the files of a is performed se-
quentially from the largest to the smallest file volume. In
order to limit idle times in the schedule, for each file f , if
there is a channel c on which the last file f ′ and the file f
come from the same memory bank, f is placed on c just af-
ter f ′; otherwise f is placed on a channel c that allows the
earliest download.

Scheduler is a local search algorithm, inspired from ef-
ficient mechanisms used for solving classical scheduling
problems. It is called in case of failure of the previous greedy
algorithms and can start from the schedule they produced.
In this schedule, constraints on visibility and download win-
dows are violated and the goal is to produce a shorter sched-
ule that meets these constraints. For that, the algorithm per-
forms a sequence of local moves whose goal is to reduce the
length of the schedule critical path (the sequence of down-
loads whose length induces the schedule length; if nothing
is changed in this sequence, the schedule length will not be
reduced and constraints on visibility and download windows
will remain violated). Local moves are designed to guaran-
tee that they never produce precedence cycles. Local search
stops when a given maximum number of local moves is ex-
ceeded or when no improving local move has been found
(local optimum).

7.3 Constraint checking and propagation
The InCELL library (Invariant-based Constraint EvaLua-
tion Library (Pralet and Verfaillie 2013a)) is used to model
variables, constraints and criterion, to check non tempo-
ral constraints, to propagate temporal constraints, and to
evaluate the optimization criterion. InCELL draws its in-
spiration from the ideas of Constraint-based Local Search
(CLS (Hentenryck and Michel 2005)).

In CLS, as in other declarative constrained optimization
approaches, the user defines a model of its problem in terms
of decision variables, constraints, and optimization crite-
rion. Then, she/he defines its greedy or local search algo-
rithm (Aarts and Lenstra 1997) in the variable assignment
space. The model is not used to propagate constraints as in
usual tree search algorithms, but for checking constraints
and evaluating the optimization criterion as a function of
the current variable assignment. Because the number of lo-
cal moves performed within a limited time is a key to the
success of greedy and local algorithms, efficient techniques
are used to perform each local move as quickly as possible.
These techniques use a translation of the model (variables,
constraints, and criterion) into a DAG (Directed Acyclic
Graph) of so-called invariants. Each invariant has a set of in-

puts and an output. It maintains a given function from inputs
to output, for example the fact that a variable is equal to the
sum of other variables: x =

∑N
i=1 yi. It maintains it incre-

mentally: on this example, if the value of some variable yk
is changed, it is not necessary to recompute the whole sum
from scratch; it suffices to add to x the difference between
the new and the old value of yk. Globally, after each local
change in the variable assignment, the DAG of invariants is
lazily and incrementally re-evaluated in a topological order:
only the invariants whose one of the inputs is modified are
incrementally re-evaluated.

InCell is an implementation of CLS ideas with a fo-
cus on the modeling and solving of scheduling problems,
and thus on time and resource management. In InCELL,
multiple-input multiple-output invariants allow expressions,
arithmetic and logical constraints, temporal and resource
constraints to be expressed. Moreover, in InCELL, simple
temporal constraints (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl 1991) of the
form y − x ≤ D, where x and y represent two temporal
positions and D is constant, are handled in a specific way:
temporal variables are not assigned as the other non tem-
poral variables are; STN (Simple Temporal Network) tech-
niques are used to propagate temporal constraints, to check
their consistency, and to compute earliest and latest values
for each temporal variable. This specific treatment is justi-
fied by the existence of polynomial algorithms able to check
the consistency/inconsistency of any STN and to compute
earliest/latest values for each STN variable. Such algorithms
generally do not exist for non temporal constraints. More-
over, InCELL allows time-dependent simple temporal con-
straints (Pralet and Verfaillie 2013b) of the form y − x ≤
D(x, y), where D is no longer a constant, but a function of
x and y, to be expressed and handled the same way. To allow
onboard implementation, InCELL has been designed with-
out any dynamic memory allocation.

Once non temporal constraints have been checked and
temporal constraints have been propagated by InCELL, the
result is a download plan which assigns its earliest time to
each temporal variable, because it is preferable to down-
load data as early as possible. From this download plan,
key change tables are set with precise change times for each
download window and each channel.

8 Execution Algorithms
In the chosen decision-making organization download plans
are built before any visibility window(s) and assume maxi-
mum volumes for all the acquisitions that will finish during
the visibility window(s). If actual volumes are smaller than
maximum, it may be possible to start downloads earlier than
expected in the plan, and thus to improve on the plan quality
without modifying the assignment and scheduling decisions
in the plan.

To implement such a flexible reactive way of executing
plans, we draw our inspiration from the Partial Order Sched-
ule approach (POS (Policella et al. 2004)) and build from
any download plan an execution precedence graph (a DAG)
which represents all the precedences that must be met by ex-
ecution. Once this precedence graph has been built, it can be
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Figure 4: Number of downloaded acquisitions at priority
level 2 on Scenario 4.

Scenario 1 Scenario 4
mean max mean max

MaxWeight-EnQueue 0.041 0.221 0.048 0.460
MaxWeight-IdleFill 0.035 0.221 0.049 0.686

MaxWeight-Scheduler 0.232 4.149 0.655 21.708
MinRegret-EnQueue 0.161 1.434 0.239 3.531

MinRegret-IdleFill 0.152 1.544 0.215 2.839
MinRegret-Scheduler 0.157 1.521 2.116 78.511

Table 1: Mean and maximum computing time (in seconds)
on Scenarios 1 and 4, using a Intel i5-520 processor with
1.2GHz and 4GBRAM.

executed in a topological order: any node is executed as soon
as all its predecessors in the graph have been executed. It can
be easily shown that such an execution may allow down-
loads to be performed earlier and, because of the maximum
volumes taken into account when planning, never leads to
violation of the visibility window and download deadlines.

9 Experimental Results
9.1 Scenarios
The decision-making organization and the various planning
algorithms have been experimented on several realistic sce-
narios provided by Astrium. Each scenario covers one day
of satellite activity.

These scenarios involve 5 memory banks, 3 channels, 5
users, 2 priority levels, from 3 to 23 ground reception sta-
tions, from 20 to 115 associated visibility windows, and
1364 acquisitions to be downloaded. Because each acqui-
sition produces 5 files, the number of files to be downloaded
is equal to 6820. If V max is the maximum volume of a file
(without any compression), its actual volume is randomly
generated between V max/4 and V max. Scenarios differ
from each other according to the number of available ground
reception stations and to the way acquisitions are distributed
between users and priority levels.

The size of the InCELL model able to deal with these
scenarios is of 70MB.

We present the results that have been obtained on two typ-
ical scenarios: Scenario 1 which involves a large number

of ground reception stations (23) resulting in many down-
load opportunities, and Scenario 4 which involves a small
number of ground reception stations (3) resulting in only
few download opportunities. Moreover, we present the re-
sults that have been obtained on these two scenarios with
several assumptions about the volume of data produced by
detectors before compression: volume ratio varying from 1
to 5 and leading to more and more oversubscribed schedul-
ing problems. For example, Scenario 1 with a volume ratio
equal to 1 is strongly undersubscribed: every acquisition can
be downloaded in the first visibility window following ac-
quisition. On the contrary, Scenario 4 with a volume ratio
equal to 5 is strongly oversubscribed: acquisitions cannot be
all downloaded and many of them remain in memory at the
end of the day.

9.2 Comparison between planning algorithms

First, we compared the six download planning algorithms
that result from combining assignment and scheduling al-
gorithms: MaxWeight or MinRegret for assignment, and
EnQueue, IdleFill, or Scheduler for scheduling.

With regard to the number of downloaded acquisitions,
all the acquisitions are downloaded on Scenario 1, and all
the acquisitions of priority 1 are downloaded on Scenario
4, but not all the acquisitions of priority 2 for high volume
ratios. Fig. 4 shows the number of downloaded acquisitions
of priority 2 on Scenario 4 as a function of the volume ratio
(from 1 to 5).

Fig. 5 shows the mean information age in seconds (mean
distance between acquisition and data delivery over all the
downloaded acquisitions) at priority levels 1 and 2 (left and
right) on Scenarios 1 and 4 (top and bottom) as a function of
the volume ratio (from 1 to 5). The fact that the information
age at priority 1 is greater than at priority 2 is due to a smaller
number of allowed ground reception stations for acquisitions
of priority 1.

These results, in terms of number of downloaded acquisi-
tions and mean information age, show that, for assignment,
MinRegret is superior to MaxWeight, and that, for schedul-
ing, IdleFill is clearly superior to EnQueue, but that Sched-
uler is only slightly superior to IdleFill. So, in terms of plan
quality, MinRegret-IdleFill and MinRegret-Scheduler are
the best algorithms.

Tab. 1 shows the mean and maximum computing time in
seconds (over all the calls to planning, each one before a
set of visibility windows) on Scenarios 1 and 4, only for a
volume ratio of 1: these computing times do not significantly
change with higher ratios, from 2 to 5.

These results, in terms of computing time, show that
MaxWeight-EnQueue and MaxWeight-IdleFill are the
most efficient. Replacing MaxWeight by MinRegret mul-
tiplies the computing time by about 5. Replacing EnQueue
or IdleFill by Scheduler may multiply it by 30.

As a consequence, the choice of the best algorithm de-
pends on the computing resources available on board. If they
are sufficient, MinRegret-IdleFill seems to be the best can-
didate. If not, this is MaxWeight-IdleFill.
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Figure 5: Mean information age (in seconds) at priority levels 1 and 2 (left and right) on Scenarios 1 and 4 (top and bottom).

9.3 Comparison between planning on the ground
or on board

Then, we compared what can be obtained by planning down-
loads on the ground (planning on the ground over a one-
day horizon, assuming maximum volumes, assigning pre-
cise times to downloads, and allowing no onboard flexibil-
ity) and by planning them on board (download planning and
flexible execution on board). In both cases, a MinRegret-
IdleFill planning algorithm is used.

Tab. 2 shows the number of downloaded acquisitions (left)
and the mean information age (right) at priority levels 1 and
2 on Scenarios 1 and 4 (top and bottom) as a function of the
volume ratio (from 1 to 5).

These results show the positive impact of onboard plan-
ning in terms of number of downloaded acquisitions which
can be multiplied by 3 for acquisitions of priority 2 from
volume ratios 3 or 4, and in terms of mean information age
which can be divided by 2 for acquisitions of priority 2.
In some cases, we can however observe that onboard plan-
ning increases the mean information age. This is due to a
greater number of downloaded acquisitions that are down-
loaded later.

Moreover, these results demonstrate the right behavior of
onboard planning algorithms which favour acquisitions of
priority 1: whatever the scenario and the volume ratio are,
acquisitions of priority 1 are all downloaded and, as the vol-
ume ratio increases, the mean information age grows more
slowly for acquisitions of priority 1 than for those of priority
2.

10 Conclusion
In this paper, we show how uncertainty about the amount
of data generated by acquisitions can be managed by us-
ing onboard simple but efficient download planning and ex-
ecution algorithms which combine a greedy or local search,
a constraint-based model, and calls to a generic constraint
evaluation/propagation tool.

We also show the operational advantages that can be taken
from autonomous onboard decision-making about down-
loads: less data to be downloaded, increase in the number of
downloaded acquisitions, decrease in the age of the down-
loaded data, possible use of fewer ground reception stations
and/or fewer download windows, and possible increase in
acquisition data size (wider instrument swath and/or higher
image resolution).
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